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INTRODUCTION

The heartbeat had slowed to a dangerous level. The 
patient would inevitably die. Yet modern surgery 
now offered the opportunity for the inevitable to be 
reversed, promising the potential of renewed vitality 
and growth.

In our marketing environment today, the flailing heart, 
the damaged heart, is our preoccupation with brands; 
the new heart, the living, breathing consumer. 
Ironically, the former only exists in the minds and 
hearts of the latter, yet many businesses continue 
to be introverted in their perspective, driven by their 
branding or categories rather than truly committing 
to understanding the world from a consumer 
perspective.

We know that consumers are important to business 
success, yet most businesses struggle to truly get 
the consumer to the heart of their business. This 
paper highlights the importance of this epic vision 
and identifies the key reasons why businesses 
continue to be product or brand focused rather than 
truly consumer-centric. The authors then present 
a new vision for research – one that redefines the 
traditional business model and research processes 
as impetus to monumental cultural revolution within 
an organization. In doing so, we present a live case 
study and illustrate some of the tools, skills and 
processes that provide hope to those whose hearts 
may be failing.

THE NUMBER ONE NEED

Every year, The Leading Edge interviews its clients 
– from CEOs, Marketing Directors and Consumer 
Insight Directors – in an effort to keep abreast of 
market needs. Recent history reveals that clients 
in the Australian market have traditionally been 
techniques focused – excited and passionate 
about buzzwords such as semiotics, ethnography, 
hierarchical Bayes or web-based capabilities. It was 
therefore surprising to find that in the last two years, 
the number one need of senior management with 
respect to the market research industry has been, “to 
get the consumer to the heart of our business”. Not 
only do managers see the benefits of this vision as 
underpinning sustainable business growth, but they 
also agree that they are unlikely to gain any significant 
momentum through further consumer research. As 
one director comments, “ideas are like a commodity, 
execution is a source of competitive advantage”. 

Consumer-centricity, as we have coined it,1) is not 
only seen as the Holy Grail because it is something 
new or different – in fact, quite the contrary is true, 
as building a business offer around the wants and 
needs of consumers is the fundamental premise on 
which the marketing discipline was built. Instead, 
consumer-centricity is seen as the Holy Grail 
because it remains so elusive. Few companies seem 
to have got it right, but there is common recognition 
amongst senior managers that, for those who are 
further down the track to achieving consumer-
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centricity, the competitive advantage is not only 
significant, but sustainable. 

There are three key reasons why managers see 
consumer-centricity as a source of sustainable 
competitive advantage. Firstly, it allows an 
organization to get much closer to the consumer, 
thereby increasing the relevance of innovation, 
communications or other marketing. Secondly, it 
provides an element of consistent objectivity within a 
business. No longer are there push and pull effects 
between various departments based on opinions or 
differing priorities, as consumer insight and feedback 
provide incontestable direction. Thirdly, consumer-
centricity can be seen as a significant source of 
bargaining power with trade or retailers, particularly 
in situations where this bargaining power is being 
diminished through severe price competition or shelf 
space pressure. 

In many ways, the market research industry is 
grateful that clients haven’t quite managed to crack 
the ‘Holy Grail’ of consumer-centricity. While the need 
is heightened, businesses have already shown signs 
of increasing their expenditure on consumer insights, 
creating provisional buoyancy in the research 
industry. On closer review, this buoyancy should be 
a significant cause for concern for our industry, as 
it signals a significant increase in pressure on our 
industry to truly deliver to this principal need. Our 
industry holds itself up as experts in the field 

of consumer insights, yet, to date, we have failed to 
provide strong, compelling leadership for businesses 
searching for consumer-centricity. Our business 
models haven’t adapted to facilitate the change 
required; our processes and products continue to 
change, but not at the rate expected by the marketing 
industry. More importantly, the competitive situation 
has changed – management consultants, marketing 
consultants, branding specialists and advertising 
agencies have begun encroaching on our space, 
fuelled by the unfulfilled needs of our clients and 
the relative sluggishness of our industry in taking 
responsibility for delivery to this need. 

It is this realization that has prompted our interest 
in truly understanding what consumer-centricity 
looks like and how our business model, processes 
and relationships must adapt to deliver to this 
contemporary business vision. Let us begin our 
investigation by further examining the nature of this 
‘Holy Grail’ of modern business. 

IN SEARCH OF THE HOLY GRAIL

If consumer-centricity truly is the Holy Grail, we need 
to know what it looks like.

In simple terms, consumer-centricity is the term 
given to a business model that places the customer 
or consumer at the heart of strategic planning. For 
many organisations, this means a significant change 
in the way the business thinks about the consumer 
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Figure 1: Consumer-Centric Business Model  

Figure 2: Disparity in Understanding Consumer-Centricity 

Figure 3: A Systemic Consumer-Centricity Revolution
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CONSUMER-CENTRIC BUSINESS MODEL 
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and, consequently, they way it is structured, as 
illustrated in figure 1 on the previous page. 

In the first diagram, the functional structure 
underpins the way the business operates. 
Unfortunately, in this instance, the brand and its 
consumers are seen by employees as the domain of 
the marketing function, resulting in a strong silo effect 
and significant distance between the consumer and 
business decision making. 

The second diagram illustrates a different perspective 
– the structure within a consumer-centric 
organisation, where the consumer is seen as the key 
to success and the brand represents any interaction 
the business has with its consumer. The advantages 
of this approach become clear when we reflect on 
the source of business revenue and profit. By placing 
the consumer at the heart of business planning, 
we are better equipped as a business to ensure 
that our products, our NPD pipeline, our brands 
and communication are all tapping into existing and 
emergent wants and needs. Whilst this sounds a very 
simplistic goal, it is one which not only translates 
into above average market returns, but the internal 
culture and processes can often be harnessed as 
a sustainable source of competitive advantage over 
competitors. 

In many ways, the second diagram represents the 
end goal in a consumer-centricity journey that is 
rarely simple, easy or fast, mainly because of the 
structural and cultural change required to support 
this new business model. During the course of this 
paper, we will examine some of the key barriers to 
achieving consumer-centricity, then turn our attention 
to innovations in both research approaches and, 
more importantly business models that facilitate this 
consumer-centricity revolution.

WHY SO ELUSIVE?

As we have already mentioned, most companies we 
encounter share this vision of being consumer or 
market focused. At the same time, most, when 

questioned, don’t hesitate to acknowledge that while 
they may have made some progress towards this 
vision, their business is still largely driven by financial 
goals, technological capabilities, competitor reactivity 
and historical category and brand focus. In Australia, 
in particular, many FMCG businesses are additionally 
battling with the duopolistic retailer conditions and the 
subsequent diminishing bargaining power they face in 
the grocery world.

One of the biggest indicators of momentum towards 
this vision has been the restructuring of client business 
models to reposition ‘researchers’ or ‘research buyers’ 
as consumer insights departments or planners. In 
many cases, this has been considerably more than 
simply a renaming exercise, with the insights division 
assuming new levels of responsibility and a different 
type of relationship with their internal customers. 
Whilst this transformation and commitment to change 
is apparent on the client side, it remains lacking on the 
supplier side, with few research businesses having 
adapted their business models accordingly. 

Whether the transformation undertaken by clients has 
been too negligible, or whether the parallel change 
in supply side business models has been far too 
slow, one thing remains clear. Despite murmurings of 
change within the marketing and research disciplines 
generally, business expectations of consumer-centricity 
continue to exceed actualization of this vision. We 
believe there are six key explanations or barriers in 
place reinforcing this elusiveness:  
1. Lack of understanding of consumer-centricity 
2. Scope of change required 
3. Inability to ‘visualize’ the vision 
4. Absence of a clear critical path  
5. Lack of processes and personnel  
6. Absence of affordable business partners with 
relevant expertise and appropriate business models

Let us briefly examine each of these barriers in turn.

1. Lack of understanding of consumer-centricity 
In our interviews with CEOs and non-Marketing 
Directors, it became apparent that some senior 
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managers did not truly understand the concept of 
consumer-centricity, nor fully recognizing its scope 
as a business vision. Four sources of disparity are 
illustrated in figure 2 below.

FIGURE 2 
DISPARITY IN UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER-
CENTRICITY

The first source of disparity relates to whether the 
vision of consumer-centricity is embraced as a 
cultural goal or is seen as an independent project 
running in parallel with ‘normal business activity’. 
Companies that recognized the vision as a significant 
transformation in both business model and culture 
were more likely to be further down the path towards 
a consumer-centric way of working than those who 
had delegated its responsibility to an individual person 
or department. 

The second source of disparity lies in management’s 
belief about where responsibility for consumer-
centricity lies. Clearly, those who endorsed the 
task as being the responsibility of the marketing 
department alone ironically were propagating the 
structural handcuffs outlined earlier. 

The third issue highlights confusion between 
consumer-centricity and business’ efforts to provide 
reliable customer service (and the associated 
investment in continuous service improvement 
research). This view was very different from those 

CEOs who fundamentally believed not only in 
consumer insight, but also in consumer foresight. In 
the former case, managers believed that consumer-
centricity was all about understanding service 
performance deficits and investing in continuous 
improvement of customer service. This ‘deficits 
approach’ to business improvement is certainly 
commended, but it is very different from the 
proactive perspective adopted by endorsers of 
consumer insight. For these managers, consumer-
centricity means beginning business planning 
processes with consumer truths and a robustly 
developed foresight about how consumer lives were 
changing and how this might affect consumer needs 
and behaviour designed to fulfill these needs. 

Clearly, the two perspectives are very different, 
not only in their start points, but in the magnitude 
of opportunity for big leaps forward vs. small, 
incremental change. Whilst both are obviously 
necessary within any organization, the vision of 
consumer-centricity focuses on the more future-
oriented perspective. 

Finally, there is a marked difference between 
businesses that focus on the collection and 
warehousing of consumer research projects and 
those that invest in the continuous distillation and 
translation of those research debriefs into living and 
breathing consumer knowledge. In one instance 
we were proudly informed of the ‘vault’ held in 
one organization – a filing system housing over 
$6 million of ad hoc consumer research projects. 
Unfortunately, when questioning, we found that there 
was not a single reported insight or higher level 
learning that had made its way out of the vault and 
into the business for everyday focus, planning and 
deployment. In cases such as these, the difference 
between a focus on information accumulation and 
information distillation is an important step in truly 
understanding the principles of consumer-centricity 
(and ensuring the ‘vault’ of knowledge doesn’t 
become an ‘information prison’).
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2. Scope of change required 
As a result of the divergence of perspectives and 
understanding of consumer-centricity, it is not 
surprising that managers have fundamentally different 
views on the scope of change required. Even for 
those who fully understand the bigger vision, most 
continue to fall into the trap of underestimating 
the time, resource commitment and difficulties of 
corporate change required to realise this vision. We 
often hear managers talk about investing heavily 
in consumer-centricity and being aware of the 
significance of change, yet few articulate this as a 
three to five year plan which it probably is, in reality. 
This underestimation is associated with high degrees 
of internal frustration, of under-resourcing and of 
insufficient change management planning designed to 
inform, engage and manage employees through this 
journey of change. 

3. Inability to ‘visualise’ the vision 
One of the key reasons for underestimating the 
scope of change required is that few managers have 
been able to fully articulate their vision to others. 
Certainly it is easy enough to say, “we want to have 
the customer at the heart of our business”, but what 
does this mean in reality? What does it mean in terms 
of organizational structure, in terms of processes, 
in terms of research and development, or in terms 
of retailer relationships? What does it mean for 
individuals, for the way the business works and for 
long-term shareholder value? 

Managers who are able to clearly articulate their 
vision in terms of long term organizational strategy, 
structure and relevant business division implications 
find themselves a step ahead in terms of making 
the vision work – simply because others are able to 
understand and, therefore, share the vision. 

4. Absence of critical path 
Having a vision is one thing – having a clear plan of 
how to realize that vision is another. In our 

experience, clients who are able to develop a ‘road-
map’ or consumer-centricity blueprint are generally 
in a much stronger position to ensure progress is 
made. Unfortunately, this doesn’t happen very often in 
practice, lending itself to a climate of uncertainty and 
distinct lack of urgency in the business. 

5. Lack of processes and personnel 
In order to move from vision to reality, the business 
needs to ensure it has the right mix (and breadth) 
of personnel on board, supported by processes that 
reflect the consumer-centricity goal. Fast tracking 
towards change without these elements in place can 
lead to inconsistencies and a sense of desperation that 
transpires throughout the business. Unfortunately, a 
research or consulting partnership will generally be 
insufficient to drive the required change, as it means 
the passion, skills and intellectual property are not 
owned and, therefore, embraced by the business.

6. Lack of clearly positioned business partners 
The traditional business partner for this type of 
journey is the management consultant. Unfortunately, 
as most of us are aware, employing top-level 
consultants is often financially prohibitive and unlikely 
to be considered by businesses unless radical 
financial turnaround is required. Sadly, whilst many 
senior market researchers or strategic marketers 
have the ability to fulfill this need, few have cracked 
the processes or business model required to underpin 
this offer in its entirety. In view of this, we certainly 
hope this paper sheds additional light and inspires the 
type of change required for our industry to compete 
effectively at this level.

WHAT WE HAVE DONE TO OVERCOME THESE 
BARRIERS

Recognizing these barriers to consumer-centricity, 
The Leading Edge began to develop a process for a 
gradual, systemic consumer-centric revolution. The 
process has five key steps that will be explained in 
further detail. (See figure 3.)
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FIGURE 3 
A SYSTEMIC CONSUMER-CENTRICITY REVOLUTION

Step 1: The ‘Custometer’ 
The first step is to evaluate the current consumer-
centricity of the target business in order to size 
the task and tailor the process. We use a tested 
instrument, the ‘Custometer’, for this purpose. The 
‘Custometer’ represents a combination of a) internal 
audit procedures; b) staff feedback (either via 
stakeholder interviews or online questionnaire), c) 
consumer feedback,2) and d) senior management 
perspective. 

From these inputs, a consumer-centricity scorecard 
is developed and, in the case of Australian clients, 
can be benchmarked against leading domestic and 
multinational businesses. Key components of the 
scorecard include: 
• Degree to which consumer-centricity is endorsed 
as a company vision 
• Degree to which there is evidence of consumer-
centricity in business, portfolio or brand strategy; 
• Degree to which consumer-centricity is recognized 

value within current structure, culture, reward and 
recognition systems; 
• Overall consumer-centricity rating along with key 
needs identified for the business.

An example of such a scorecard is shown in figure 4 
on the following page.

Part of the reason for conducting this consumer-
centricity audit upfront is to create a strong selling 
platform within the business. Explicitly mapping 
consumer-centricity scores and sizing the degree 
of change required virtually guarantees senior 
management support, particularly when expressed 
as a competitive deficit. Business engagement 
at this early stage is critical and we encourage 
a full day workshop with senior management to 
present the findings of the Custometer research, 
engage stakeholders in the need for a customer-
centric journey and clearly articulate the benefits of 
undertaking this journey.
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FIGURE 4 
EXAMPLE OF CUSTOMETER SCORECARD

Step 2: Conditions for success 
Once the business is committed to the consumer-
centricity vision, we need to put measures in 
place that will overcome the six hurdles identified 
earlier. The first of these is to ensure senior 
sponsorship – not just lip service, but true 
commitment, endorsement and responsibility for 
deploying the customer-centric vision. Ideally, 
this needs to come from the CEO or a divisional 
leader to truly make an impact on the business. 
This critical step will also make it easier to secure 
appropriate resources and empowerment along 
the way.

Having secured senior support (and budget 
commitment), it is important that all stakeholders 
acknowledge the length of the journey on which 
they are embarking. Getting support and 

commitment is one thing; expecting to retain it 
over a two to three year period is another. Ask 
stakeholders what they expect and be prepared 
to manage a change in these expectations as 
the business recognizes this is not a short-
term turnaround project, but the beginning of a 
considerably more serious vision. If necessary, 
develop internal ‘pledges’ of commitment that 
recognize this, but be sure to revisit existing KPIs 
if the business expects a behavioural change.

Even once stakeholders recognize the scope of 
the journey they are about to embark on, it is still 
important for them to have accurate and realistic 
time frames in place. If possible, translate this 
medium-term vision into three strategic horizons 
(see figure 5).
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FIGURE 5 
TRANSLATION OF CONSUMER-CENTRIC CHANGE INTO 
THREE HORIZONS

Horizon one will involve required infrastructure 
changes to facilitate the vision. These changes will 
typically create high degrees of internal change, 
confusion and discomfort on the part of employees, 
but not necessarily effort, as most of this early 
responsibility will fall on the shoulders of the 

facilitating partner. In Horizon two, change starts to 
kick in, with employees needing to embrace new 
processes, new ways of thinking, new tools and new 
perspectives of the market. Whilst still uncomfortable, 
this stage typically requires much greater effort on 
the part of employees relative to outside parties. By 
Horizon three, one would hope that the business has 
settled into change and can begin to see the rewards 
of their effort. Continued investment in understanding 
customers obviously continues and the growth and 
development of employees finally begins to pay off 
with reduced levels of discomfort and the first strong 
signs of financial return. 

Spelling out these three stages helps individuals 
prepare for change whilst setting a clear and 
definitive perspective on how long this period of 
transition is likely to take. It is useful, at the same 
time, to begin thinking about success criteria – what 
would a successful result look like in the short-term 
(Horizon one), medium-term (Horizon two) and long-
term (Horizon three)? What are the milestones the 
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drive business progress and help close the existing gap between the corporate goal and market perceptions. 
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FIGURE 6 
VISUALISATION OF CONSUMER-CENTRICITY JOURNEY
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business should look forward to, so they can be 
collectively celebrated along the way? Remember, 
a journey without milestones is a tedious hike. 

Finally, in terms of establishing optimal conditions 
for success, it is important to formalize 
authority and empowerment, as vision without 
empowerment will ultimately inhibit change. 
Ensure that someone is responsible for eliminating 
‘bad’ practice within the business and that 
employees clearly understand the rationale for 
this empowerment and are truly prepared for 
behavioural change.

Step 3: Visualising the outcome 
At the beginning of the consumer-centricity 
journey, clients seem eager and ambitious. At 
the same time, few seem to have a tangible idea 
of ‘what’ they are building. The combination of a 
sense of major change and outcome uncertainty 
can lead to wheel spinning inside even the most 
organized business environment. Consequently, 
the task of visualizing the outcome is a critical 
one, synonymous with the development of an 
architectural blueprint prior to construction. 

The following diagrams provide an example of 
what we mean by visualizing the outcome. On one 
hand we visualize what the ideal work flow would 
look like once the business has achieved its goal 
of consumer-centricity. Note, this is very different 
from visualizing the journey of transforming the 
organization to consumer-centricity, as the latter 
really depends upon the outcomes of the initial 
Custometer results, organizational structure and 
support systems. This blueprint simply helps 
people understand the end goal and how this type 
of process is different and superior to what is 
already in place (which obviously needs further 
support than a single diagram). Having said that 
this is not a blueprint for change, it should be 
noted that we have included, in italics, the various 
service offers The Leading Edge now provides 
to facilitate the building of this type of process 
outcome. (See figure 6.)

The second type of visualization is the ideal 
organizational structure and cultural requirements 
that will deliver to this vision. This does not 
necessarily mean that this organizational structure 
is set in stone, (or that it will even happen), but 
the documenting of proposed ideals helps the 
business to understand the rational, the degree 
of change required as well as a summary of 
the cultural goals of a successful transition. 
Importantly, the structural vision also highlights 
the importance of the vision in terms of driving 
organizational change, rather than needing to 
work within the confines of the existing structure. 
(See figure 7.)

FIGURE 7 
VISUALIZATION OF STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL 
CHANGE REQUIRED

Step 4: Chunking it Down 
Having a vision and a blueprint is an excellent start, 
but we need to figure out where to start building! This 
step can often be the difference between success 
or failure. Some clients try to begin with a structural 
change, but often the right processes and people aren’t 
in place to make this work effectively. Others choose 
to start with the ‘tangibilization’ stage – bringing the 
customers to life through theatre, video footage or 
immersion programs – but often find that the business 
sees this as fun and interesting, but nothing really 
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changes over time. ‘Chunking it down’, is the very 
technical term we give to breaking the blueprint down 
into a series of interrelated, systematic objectives. 
Moving from left to right through the above diagram, 

we can then see the steps as a manageable process 
and quickly develop an appropriate critical path or Gant 
chart. The order of these steps and the associated 
requirements are outlined in table 1.
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1. Business definition 

2. Information audit

3. Market framework development 

4. Insights training, tools and templates

5. Bricolage for meta-insights

6. Tangibilization

7. Insight-based decision making 
processes

8. Commercialisation

9. Evaluation

10. Reporting

To agree to a common perspective of what 
game the business competes in and what its 
long-term vision is.

To review the existing information and 
insights to evaluate the utility of various 
information sources and optimize hard and 
soft information inputs for the business.

To develop a shared view of the market, a 
common language and identification and 
prioritization of priority customer segments.

To develop a process for ensuring that 
information is appropriately distilled and 
insights clearly separated from observations 
and hypotheses.

To further distil a potentially growing number 
of insights down to their core essence, which 
we call ‘meta-insights’.

To bring customer meta-insights to life in an 
interactive and compelling way such that they 
become valued and treasured as a company 
asset.

To develop business planning process that 
best leverage meta-insights in a proactive 
and consistent manner.

To develop ‘go to market’ frameworks and 
toolkits to ensure customer insights are not 
overlooked during stages of marketing plan 
implementation.

To ensure that all marketing  
activities are objectively and robustly 
evaluated as input to future business 
decisions. 

To ensure that reporting throughout the 
business is based on a consistent framework 
with clearly understood and prioritized KPIs.

Senior management workshop that 
documents business definition agreement 
and vision.

Review of information sources combined 
with stakeholder survey to evaluate 
investment vs. usefulness to the business. 
Identification of gaps and development of 
information vision for immediate deployment.

Development of a highly actionable and 
meaningful segmentation that predicts 
current and/or future behaviour and 
identifies clear business opportunities. 

Development of specific templates, insights 
generation training, corporate memory 
(insights housing) and toolkit for input into 
planning processes.

Process of insight identification, mapping, 
questioning and finding deeper, more 
powerful insights through the combination 
of multiple sources.

Customer immersion programs, segment 
rooms, visual boards, ethnography videos, 
consumer ‘buddies’, training in qualitative 
research techniques.

Combination of existing processes with 
best practice thinking around innovations, 
portfolio, category and brand planning for 
tailored and ownable processes and toolkits.

Development of commercialization toolkit 
including checks on opportunity sizing, 
understanding of customer and financial 
value impact. 

Development of internal systems for 
capturing and harnessing information; 
standardization of KPIs and objective 
procedures for their development  
(i.e. econometric modeling).

Development of appropriate KPIs, reporting 
system and multi-leveled scorecards for 
maximum flexibility.

STEPS IN ORDER PURPOSE INVOLVES

TABLE 1 
STEPS IN THE CONSUMER-CENTRICITY JOURNEY
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Step 5: Evaluation 
Accompanying the journey must be a clear system of 
evaluation so the key stakeholders, change managers 
and partners are truly accountable for customer-centric 
change. Evaluation systems need to be discussed and 
agreed to upfront, otherwise the business risks slow 
momentum in the early stages of transition.

Relevant KPIs need to be established, depending on what 
the business blueprint looks like, the agreed size of the 
challenge and the required steps involved. They may 
also need to take into account differing levels of influence 
to ensure those accountable are equally empowered to 
make change happen. 

In all honesty, these five steps have been articulated 
only after each and every one of the preceding hurdles 
has tripped us up. Needless to say, there are likely to be 
many more hurdles to be encountered along the journey 
to consumer-centricity, given the importance of this need 
and the long-term nature of the transition required. The 
following case study provides a perspective on what 
the consumer-centricity journey or the ‘heart transplant’ 
looks like in reality – a combination of rough roads, 
excitement, anticipation, disappointment and confusion, 
yet a journey that has inspired the development of 
this holistic approach to consumer-centricity and an 
increased confidence in our ability to deliver. 

CASE STUDY – CUSTOMER CENTRICITY 
REVOLUTION UNDERWAY AT CARLTON & UNITED 
BEVERAGES

Business situation 
The business situation when we first embarked on 
consumer-centricity conversations with Carlton & 
United Beverages can best be described as ‘geared 
for change’. The virtual duopolistic structure of the 
Australian brewing market had shed all excess costs, 
streamlining manufacturing and distribution to a point 
where further cost savings were negligible. Despite 
such streamlining, neither player could realistically claim 
a significant nor sustainable cost advantage. Similarly, 
whilst equally competent, neither player could rely on 
technical expertise, on knowledge or human capital as a 

sustainable source of competitive advantage. In fact, the 
only source of sustainable advantage that the CEO could 
foresee was the development of a superior business 
perspective – a model, structure and associated 
processes that would deliver a unique and consumer-
focused perspective to the business. The impetus for 
change was therefore strong – the seeds of which were 
firmly planted in the vision of the CEO who personally 
briefed in this imposing challenge. 

Crafted solution 
We were briefed by John Murphy, CEO, over two years 
ago. At the time we developed what we believed was a 
comprehensive proposal, promising to deliver a market 
framework or consumer segmentation and to ensure 
full deployment of this segmentation solution through 
workshops, training, systems and processes. Specifically, 
the proposal included:

• A business immersion phase, including a series of 
senior stakeholder interviews to understand values, 
beliefs and visions held by individuals throughout the 
organization; 
• An information review and audit phase which would 
help determine the usefulness of existing data sources in 
delivering to these needs; 
• A qualitative research phase – expanding the lens of 
consideration to lifestyles, needs and recreational spend, 
rather than simply category-specific attitudes and beliefs; 
• A diary analysis focused on understanding words, 
moods and time-specific occasions and behaviours; 
• A robust quantitative research phase that covered 
the entire geography of Australia and the recreational 
behaviour and spend patterns of individuals over the last 
seven days; 
• A series of workshops aimed at deployment initiatives 
within the business.

In addition to this proposal, as we embarked on the 
consumer-centricity journey (unidentified in those terms 
at the time), the scope of insight work expanded from a 
consumer segmentation to include: 
• On and off premise behavioural understanding via: 
- ethnographic study, 
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- in venue observation study, 
- customer (trade) interviews, 
- on premise consumer interviews, 
- re-analysis of security camera footage inside venue; 
- Category-specific segmentation solutions in the 
wine and spirits categories.

The combination of insights and learnings from these 
research endeavours have delivered some successes 
for the business, as well as some failures. The 
learnings from each are documented below. 

Successes 
When we initially embarked on this project with 
Carlton & United Beverages, over 80% of all archived 
research projects were brand-focused. Brand 
building seemed to require further brand research 
and almost all business decisions seemed to be 
based around addressing existing brand weaknesses 
within the current portfolio. To say the business 
was brand-centric is surely an understatement 
– the company was so myopic in its brand focus 
that it seemed to be missing significant growth 
opportunities and often marketing a range of brands 

within its portfolio to the same consumer segment on 
virtually identical platforms. 

Two years down the track and the new heart – that 
of the consumer – is beginning to kick in. Significant 
changes have been made to the business, both in a 
physical sense and in the perspective it now adopts 
of the market. The following list illustrates some of the 
most significant changes that have contributed towards 
realizing the consumer-centricity vision: 
• The business definition has changed from ‘beer’ to 
‘multi-beverage’. In addition, the business recognized 
that its competitive set includes all forms of goods and 
services consumers purchase as part of their leisure 
consumption (i.e. discretionary income). 
• An information audit has been conducted, the results 
of which have not only identified key deficit areas, 
but provided insight on how best to optimize return 
on information investment and management moving 
forward.  
• A model explaining consumer behaviour has been 
built, providing a consistent understanding of consumer 
decision-making and highlighting opportunities for the 
business. (See figure 8.) 
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FIGURE 8 
EXAMPLE OF EXPLANATORY CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 
MODEL
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• A consumer segmentation frame has been 
developed – a behavioural frame that stretches 
over the entire business, explaining fundamental 
differences in behaviour via a combination of highly 
actionable variables. This segmentation is sufficiently 
flexible that it allows the business to view the 
consumer segments and understand their key needs 
a) across the business, or b) within category, brand 
or geographical region.  
• This segmentation has been translated into a 
user-friendly visual basic-based excel tool for easy 
navigation by internal users and partners. This 
segmentation tool allows users to access critical 
information and insights about consumer segments 
through a variety of ‘sub-lenses’ such as category, 
brand or geography. It helps highlight key segment 
needs which should become the basis of regular 
qualitative tracking to understand changes in these 
needs or the behaviours undertaken to fulfill them. 
(See figure 9.)

FIGURE 9 
EXAMPLE OF USER-FRIENDLY DELIVERY TOOLS

• A significant ethnography piece has been conducted 
and workshopped across the business to enable 
employees to truly become immersed in the lives 
of consumers within each segment. Myths and 
false beliefs have been partially dispelled using the 
combination of ethnography and consumer immersion 
programs. 
• A combined effect of the information audit and the 
segmentation study is the redesign of the business’ 
primary category and brand tracking vehicle which has 
now moved from a syndicated study to a single source 
tracker where measures can be readily integrated with 
ad hoc research as well as demographic and social 
trends.  
• Sub-segmentations have been conducted within each 
of the relevant drinks categories allowing for greater 
detail in category marketing, yet sufficient synergies 
to facilitate a consistent total business view as per the 
following consumer dashboard (see figure 10).
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FIGURE 10 
EXAMPLE OF CONSUMER-CENTRIC REPORTING 
DASHBOARD

• For each category, a prioritization process and toolkit 
has been developed that provides a clear and objective 
means of identifying priority segments, understanding 
their needs and overlaying the core category ‘pillars’ or 
truths for additional insight. This process reveals rich 
insight about how the needs of the priority segments 
can best be met and evaluates the existing portfolio of 
brands in terms of their current and potential ability to 
deliver to these needs. 
• A customer study has been conducted and a simple 
framework developed for linking the consumer and 
customer segmentations and key insights. 
• The business has restructured from a functional 
to a category-based structure as an intermediary 
step towards a segment-based structure. Within 
this structural change, the consumer insights and 
innovation team (which has its own branding – 
 i-Nova) has increased its size and status, representing 
a prime position on the Senior Leadership Team, 
reporting directly to the CEO and expanding by a 
headcount of six full-time employees in a contracting 
headcount business. This expansion in personnel has 
included the addition of one full time contractor to 
project manage change, two strategic planners, two 
innovations planners and one data analyst. 
• An asset redesign – one of the existing meeting 
rooms is being converted into a ‘segment room’ to 
represent the life needs of one of our consumer 

segments. The renovations involved are extensive and 
include furniture, fittings, life-sized photos and images, 
music, clothing and décor to reflect this particular 
segment. Mini glass cubicles house real paraphernalia 
that reflect what the segment might have in their own 
home, wallet or handbag, while journals and photo 
albums document ‘typical’ thoughts and issues this 
segment may be grappling with. Despite the clutter 
the room remains highly functional for meetings or 
presentations, thus enabling continuous immersion for 
business planning to this segment. While this is still 
work in progress, the vision for the segment room 
is that it will be ‘launched’ by a representative from 
that segment (also one of our ethnography subjects) 
who will provide employees with a ‘guided tour’ of 
the room, sharing precious parts of their life, food, 
beverage and music tastes with the broader audience. 
We have found that the philosophy of ‘bringing the 
consumer into the business’ far more successful with 
other clients than trying to engage employees to go 
out and interact with consumers in the outside world. 
Perhaps this is simply providing a safety net, but at 
least it has proven encouraging – particularly for 
corporate employees who often live in suited castles 
protected from the real world.  
• The most recent innovation is the expansion of our 
segmentation understanding to include an important 
third dimension of occasion-specific needs. Whilst the 
existing segmentation identifies key segment needs 
and how they are currently fulfilled, the purpose of 
this additional piece of work is to help develop a set of 
tools and processes for occasion-specific innovations 
and brand positioning opportunity. One innovative 
approach we have included is the development of 
category-specific visual themes to capture each of 
these occasion-specific needs. This is very different 
from the application of personality images or life needs 
seen previously by the industry, as the degree of time 
investment in development and validation of a set of 
category-specific needs for quantitative testing is truly 
innovative. An example of the need states brought to 
life in visual themes, words, colour, music consumer 
quotations, example occasions, animal and brand 
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analogies currently being quantified via a robust3) 
online study, has already proven a valuable investment 
for the business. Two examples are shown below in 
figure 11.

FIGURE 11 
EXAMPLES OF TANGIBILIZATION OF INSIGHTS

LEARNINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR  
MARKET RESEARCH PROVIDERS

In many ways, we are still learning from this case study 
as we continue our pursuit of consumer-centricity. In 
fact, the five steps outlined above have only recently 
been developed in response to our learnings, as we 
began the journey in a somewhat naïve way 
– particularly our underestimation of the degree of 
structural and cultural change required to truly translate 
a customer-centric vision into a reality. In many ways, 
this should not have been surprising, but at the time 
we truly believed that we could help make this type 
of difference without systemic changes to our own 
business model as a consumer insights specialist. 

The key challenge a research partner faces in this 
endeavour is that whilst the skill sets required are not 
that different from those skill sets associated with leading 
consultancies (professional facilitation, creativity, research 
rigour, etc.), the business model to leverage these skills 
looks remarkably different. The key differences and 
implications from a research business perspective are 
outlined in table 2 on the following page.

To facilitate the effective integration and deployment 
of these new skills and/or new applications of existing 
skills, we have employed a unique structural design 
within our business. The key to this structural change 
is the development of a specialist team of ‘Value 
Architects’ within the business, who work towards 
building business value through the application of 
non-research skills to existing and new clients. Some 
of these skills include communications strategy 
development, management consulting, brand and 
category planning and ideation. The key to the success 
of this business unit has been a unique matrix 
structure where traditional research consultants 
continue to ‘own’ the client relationship, freeing up the 
Value Architects to work across clients on specialized 
projects such as this one. By working with the 
research consultants, the Value Architect’s time can be 
dedicated to the non-research demands, particularly 
in the areas outlined above. At the same time, 
researchers are continuously exposed to and gradually 
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upskilled in these areas where applicable. Response to 
this initiative, both internally and externally, has been 
extremely positive and profitable for the business 
and has allowed us to compete in new territories that 
springboard off our core competency – consumer 
insights.

LEARNINGS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CLIENTS

There have been numerous learnings from the client 
side as well – many that will ensure Carlton & United 
Beverage’s business not only embraces consumer-
centricity, but fully understands and endorses the 
benefits and long term implications. In many ways, the 
changes already made within the CUB business show 
enormous courage and leadership, as they are clearly 
more significant and enduring than mere title changes 
or role modifications. The most significant changes are:

The change of organizational structure within the 
business away from brands to support a category-
based portfolio strategy. Within the scope of this 
change, the role of insights and innovations has 

been elevated to hold a position on the senior 
leadership team, working closely with the CEO and 
senior business strategists. More importantly, the 
division itself has expanded through the investment 
in a full-time change management focus, employing 
analysts and strategic planners to ensure (a) internal 
competencies are developed and owned in this 
area, and (b) consumer insights are integrated in the 
day-to-day planning activities of the category teams. 
Awareness of these changes has been heightened 
by the separate branding of the group (i-Nova) for 
application across different business units in an 
increasingly global and multi-beverage group. 

After almost two years, the focus on the consumer 
is finally permeating the business. One of the key 
changes supporting this initiative has been realigning 
decision-making power with the i-Nova group 
instead of with the brand or category managers. 
Effectively, this means that research is guided by the 
insights and innovations team, reducing investment 
‘wastage’ and enforcing the need for clear insights 
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EXISTING SKILLS

Facilitation

Consumer segmentation

Strategic thinking

Creativity

Training

TRADITIONAL BUSINESS 
MODEL

Focus group moderation and 
client workshopping

Statistical analysis to validate 
conceptual models developed in 
qualitative research

Providing value to research 
results through on the job 
strategic thinking

ringing consumer insights to life

Rarely used

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC 
MODEL

Translating a vision into a 
powerful impetus for business 
change

Rigorous process to define 
actionable and meaningful 
solution that is congruent with 
stakeholder perspectives

Translation of strategic thinking 
into tailor-made planning 
processes and tools

Translating consumer insights 
into business assets (i.e. 
segment room design)

Required to upskill clients in 
application of tools or processes 
within their business

FUTURE CHANGES 
REQUIRED TO RESEARCH 
BUSINESS

Acquisition of change 
management skills

Internship periods required for 
consumer-centricity jobs

Move from focus on thinking to 
application and deployment tools 

Design relationships

Development of appropriate 
training manuals and toolkit

TABLE 2 
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH BUSINESS MODEL
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where they may be lacking. This, combined with a 
new focus on consumer immersion at the beginning 
of brand or category projects, has heightened the 
importance of the consumer in the minds of the 
marketing and sales teams.

In line with the above changes, the business has 
undertaken the task of developing new intellectual 
property around insights-based planning processes. 
Whilst it may have been easier to tweak existing 
processes or look to other businesses to ‘borrow’ 
planning processes, the i-Nova group has bravely 
embarked on developing processes unique to 
their categories, brands and business situations. 
While the development of this toolkit is still very 
much work in progress, there has already been 
a significant shift in the way the group has been 
embraced by the brand and category teams. 

It is still very much early days in Carlton & United 
Beverage’s journey to embrace the consumer-
centricity vision. Further tools, reinforcement of 
insights-based decision making and, importantly, 
financial returns and tools to measure them are 
still to be realised, yet the changes made by 
the business represent a notable step towards 
developing a way of working that is unique in its 
consumer and future focus. 

CONCLUSION

Getting the customer to the heart of the business 
is the number one need of businesses today. Whilst 
consumer insights are still highly valued, there is a 
shared belief that further investment in research alone 
will not deliver to this need. Consequently, we must 
extend and expand our skills as researchers and 
adapt our business model to truly deliver to this vision. 

This paper has outlined our perspective on consumer-
centricity, along with a structured approach to its 
delivery. Whilst the case study outlined is still very 
much a work in progress, it has been invaluable 
in helping us truly understand both the business 
impact of changing a brand-centric business into 

a consumer-centric one, as well as the necessary 
changes required in our own business model to 
facilitate this type of long-term cultural change. In this 
instance, we have been fortunate to have had the 
opportunity to trial many of these skills and business 
model adaptations in strong partnership with Carlton 
& United Beverages and look forward to further 
successes as their business slowly undergoes this 
significant transformation and the new heart kicks in. 

Footnotes 
1.  Consumer-centricity is the development and implementation 

of a business model that ensures strategic planning 
processes are underpinned by strong consumer insight at all 
stages. The terms ‘customer’ and ‘consumer’ can be readily 
exchanged for applicability across both consumer and B2B 
markets.

2. If deemed applicable.

3. N=2000.
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